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Currency Serial Numbers Catch Killers!
LENSS Currency Tracking Global Platform

Passing through our hands each and every day is currency, serialized bank notes. The way we
pay is not necessarily cash, most of us use electronic banking instruments, debit/credit cards in
our daily lives to sustain our lifestyles.
One major group of individuals do not use electronics or digital banking to ply their deadly and
addictive trade, drug dealers. Cash and only cash are their methods of completing business
transactions. Not even cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin will be entertained.

It is CA$H, Baby!
No matter what global currency we discuss, they all
have serial numbers that identify and confirm where
and whence they came. No one is tracking on a
potentially global scale, until now.
Drugs and Opioids are ending lives at a rate that the
concerns and actions way outpace our ability to pull
these issues back into check. The inglorious investors
put up the cash, produce the narcotics and distribute.
They are investors and want their illegal monies and
profits back in their criminal deadly hands.
Photocopying ‘Drug Buy Funds’ is a slow process in
recording the purchase of street drugs. Going back
and checking acquired currency against the paper list
takes time, effort and officers off the street. It is not a
successful process!
This has changed and Perceptive Intelligence has
created the LENSS Currency Tracking Global
Platform which comprises of a proprietary hardware and software platform which has radically
changed how drug task forces can track the ‘Drug Buy Funds’ used to identify drug suppliers,
dealers, and users.
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This substantial change and revolution in how funds can be tracked in this digital age. If you are
photocopying your ‘Drug Buy Funds’, then you are one of the clients!
The currency is scanned, automatically counted, denominations
determined, serial numbers recorded, images of back and front
of the notes are recorded digitally. The case number and details
with this information are uploaded to the LENSS Database,
which now can be queried in real-time. It takes seconds!
At a traffic stop, event, call for service or drug task force raid,
the currency found can be matched to data in the platform via
officers MDT, in real-time. If matched, it will supply the original
upload information of the currency, who the officer was, what
type of funds they are and importantly communications
information such as email, SMS text message, and telephone
number. It also informs instantaneously that the original officer
via email and SMS Text message. All are now in communications
with positive information to prove ongoing cases.
This is a cost-effective revolution which is proven, effective and is attacking the currency
trafficking and drug suppliers from the correct direction.
We all know the amount of currency trafficking crisscrossing the highways and byways of the
global. Once those currency mules start their engines and hit the pavement, they are yours with
a currency tracking platform that will prove where the money originated and whose hands it
touched and who are causing mayhem in drug deaths and increased addiction.
Usage across fifty states with the likes of local departments, HIDTA, DEA, ATF, FBI and state
Drug Task Forces will radically hamper the transportation of currency and attack the drug and
opioid crisis from a positive direction.
Globally it is just the same, imagine Trinidad/Tobago scanning their ‘Drug Buy Funds’ or border
currency tracking seizures, placing this data in the LENSS Currency Database. Now, as this
currency travels through the Bahamian Chain, suspicious currency funds can be checked in realtime, Jamaica or the Turks and Ciaos can now check the funds and know exactly where it comes
from and what case. Then they can be in direct contact with those officers working the case.
Contact us directly and check out this information.

LENSS is the Change…
R’s

Nicholas Ashton
Strategic Development

WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
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